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Abstract. We examine a group of wave-like cloud patterns that occurred along the coast
of Texas on a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration satellite advanced very
high resolution radiometer IR images taken on January 22, 1999. These wave-like cloud
patterns were interpreted to be signatures of a coastal lee wave packet on the basis of
simultaneous field observations and theories developed by Zheng et al. [1998a]. The wave
packet contains 13 waves with crest lines generally parallel to the coastline. The lengths of
leading wave crest lines are longer than 500 km. The average wavelength is 9.5 km,
ranging from 6.2 to 14.7 km. The width of the horizontal distribution band of the wave
packet is as wide as 113 km. This case represents the most energetic coastal lee wave
packet that has ever been reported.

1. Introduction

The coastal lee wave is a small-scale atmospheric gravity
wave occurring along the lee side of a coast as defined by
Zheng et al. [1998a]. Formally, these waves are analogous to
mountain lee waves [e.g., Gjevik and Marthinsen, 1978] and lee
waves induced by isolated islands [e.g., Mitchell et al., 1990;
Vachon et al., 1994; Li et al., 1998a]. Lee waves are frequently
imaged by the visible and IR channels of advanced very high
resolution radiometer (AVHRR) onboard the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) series of Po-
lar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites (POES) as
wave-like cloud patterns [Gjevik and Marthinsen, 1978; Mitchell
et al., 1990]. Over the ocean, wind speed fluctuations at the sea
surface associated with the lee waves modulate the sea surface
roughness, and thus lee waves can also be imaged by synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) through the resonant or Bragg scattering
mechanism. By analyzing the wave-like patterns on SAR im-
ages, information on lee wave dynamics can be retrieved [Va-
chon et al., 1994; Zheng et al., 1998a].

The first reported case of coastal lee wave observation with
SAR is an ERS-1 SAR image along the western coast of
Taiwan Strait [Zheng et al., 1998a]. The waves occurred as wave
packets containing 6–17 waves and were characterized by crest
lines that were generally parallel to the coastline with crest
lengths ranging from 20 to 80 km and wavelengths ranging
from 1.7 to 4.2 km with an average of 3 km. It was verified by
a physical model that the land-sea breeze circulation driven by
the land-sea temperature difference [Simpson, 1994] was an
important coastal lee wave generation mechanism.

A similar case of atmospheric wave packets was reported in

an offshore area near the Pakistani coast from space shuttle
photographs taken on April 29, 1993 [Zheng et al., 1998b]. The
packet contained 19 waves, with an average wavelength of 1 km
and a crest line longer than 250 km. The packet had highly
nonlinear characteristics and was categorized in the morning
glory family, as observed previously in northern Australia
[Clarke, 1972; Smith, 1988]. The land breeze and katabatic flow
were believed to be possible generation mechanisms.

In this paper we will provide new evidence concerning the
genesis of coastal lee waves. The wave patterns were seen in
NOAA satellite AVHRR IR images of January 22, 1999. Si-
multaneously observed surface boundary conditions reveal that
a land breeze circulation existed at the imaging time. The
scales of the waves indicate that this wave packet is more
energetic than coastal lee waves cases reported previously.

2. Observations
2.1. Interpretation of NOAA AVHRR Images

The data used for this study consists of NOAA CoastWatch
[Li et al., 1998b] AVHRR channel 4 (11 mm) images taken
from the NOAA 14 and NOAA 15 POES satellites. POES
satellites operate operationally in a pair to ensure that the
data, for any region of the Earth, are no more than 6 hours old.
CoastWatch is a NOAA program managed by National Envi-
ronmental Satellite Data and Informational Service (NESDIS)
with CoastWatch Regional Nodes located at NOAA laborato-
ries and offices in eight coastal states. Input data for the pro-
duction of CoastWatch imagery are high-resolution picture
transmission (HRPT) level 1b data sets. These consist of
AVHRR detector output from the five channels of the
AVHRR with appended calibration and Earth location infor-
mation. For the U.S. east coast, Great Lakes, and Gulf of
Mexico regions, data sets are received from every satellite pass
over the Wallops Station, Virginia, reception mask. Satellite
data from Wallops are transmitted to the NESDIS Central
Environmental Satellite Computer System (CEMSCS) in Suit-
land, Maryland, as soon as each satellite overpass is completed.
Processing into level 1b products proceeds automatically as
soon as the complete pass has been received, followed by
CoastWatch mapping over each region covered by the satellite
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pass. All five AVHRR channels (visible channels 1 and 2 at 0.6
and 0.9 mm, short-wavelength IR channel 3 at 3.7 mm, and
long-wavelength IR channels 4 and 5 at 11 and 12 mm) are
mapped to a series of “sector” images from the region maps.
These sector maps are 512 3 512 pixels in size for selected
areas within the region. Sectors are produced at near full-
resolution, ;1.3 km pixel21 at 308N latitude (AVHRR full
resolution is 1.1 km at nadir).

The two consecutive AVHRR IR images are shown in Fig-
ures 1a and 1b. The image shown in Figure 1a was taken at
0933 UT on January 22, 1999, by NOAA 14 satellite, and that
shown in Figure 1b was taken at 1421 UT on the same day by
NOAA 15. For simplicity the two images will be coded here-
after as 0933 and 1421, respectively. The images cover the area
from 248179 to 308179N latitude and from 918139 to 978589W
longitude, which includes the northwestern Gulf of Mexico,
part of the Mexico, all of the Texas, and the most of the
Louisiana coastal regions.

Both images are from AVHRR channel 4. Therefore the
shading levels in the image represent the average brightness
temperature within each resolution cell. In this case the higher
temperatures are represented by darker values, and lower tem-
peratures are represented by lighter values. The plume-like
patterns in white and light shading are cloud patterns.

On image 0933 we can see that the clouds along the coast
appear as alternating bright and dark bands, in a wave-like
pattern. We assume that the pattern represents a packet of

atmospheric waves. The packet contains 13 waves distributed
in a band with a width of 113 km. The wavelength ranges from
6.2 to 14.7 km, with an average of 9.5 km. The crest line of
leading waves inside the image is as long as 532 km. After
nearly 5 hours the packet cannot clearly be seen in image 1421,
implying that the waves had decayed. We examined the images
received prior to 0933; there were also no wave-like patterns to
be found, implying that the life span of the wave packet was on
the order of 5 hours. The interpretation results are shown in
Figure 2.

2.2. Surface Boundary Conditions

2.2.1. Surface analysis charts. The surface analysis
weather charts produced every 6 hours by the NOAA National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) show the loca-
tions of synoptic scale high- and low-pressure centers with
associated surface fronts and troughs for specific analysis
times. The central pressure is depicted with three or four
digits. Arrows point to the 24 hour forecast positions. The
pressure analysis has a 4 mbar contour interval. In this case the
surface analysis charts at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UT on
January 22, 1999, which covered the duration of the observed
atmospheric wave packet, are given in Figures 3a–3d. We see
that for the 0000 UT chart a high surface pressure system (1028
mbar) was centered in the middle Atlantic, and a low-pressure
system (995 mbar) dominated the southwest United States.
The subsequent charts show that the low-pressure center

Figure 1a. NOAA-14 AVHRR IR image of the northwestern Gulf of Mexico and adjacent coastal regions
received at 0933 UT (coded 0933) on January 22, 1999. Image resolution is ;1.3 km. Alternative dark-bright
cloud patterns along the coast are interpreted to be signatures of coastal lee waves.
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moved toward the northeast and that a high-pressure center
was moving toward the south. The surface front associated
with the low-pressure system moved from the continent to the
western side of the Gulf of Mexico at about 1200 UT, and
continued eastward until 1800 UT.

2.2.2. Field observations. We also obtained winds and air
temperatures measured at nearby buoy stations (42020 and
42035) and Coastal-Marine Automated Network (C-MAN)
stations (Port Arkansas, Texas (PTAT2), and Sabine, Texas
(SRST2)). The instrument locations and sensor elevations are
given in Table 1.

Hourly average air temperature time series measured at
these stations are shown in Figure 4. We see that the average
air temperatures measured by the buoys were about 28–48C
higher than those measured over the land by the C-MAN
stations prior to the imaging time. This rather large land-sea
temperature difference is favorable for land-sea breeze circu-
lation development [Simpson, 1994; Zheng et al., 1998a].

The 10 min average wind speed and direction measured at
the two C-MAN stations are shown in Figures 5a and 5b,
respectively. For comparison the times of the two consecutive
AVHRR images are marked with vertical lines. The first two
lines represent the times of the images of Figures 1a and 1b.
We see that both wind speed and direction were changing
when the 0933 image was taken. At the PTAT2 station the
wind speed changed from 15 to 2 m s21, and the wind direction
changed from 1658 to 2458 (clockwise from north) within 30
min. Over the same period, similar changes were also observed
at the SRST2 station, with the wind speed dropping from 13 to

10 m s21 and direction changing from 1558 to 2558. On average
the wind vector changed from (14 m s21, 1608) to (6 m s21,
2508) during the passage of the front.

2.2.3. Radiosonde observations. A radiosonde is a bal-
loon-borne instrument used to measure and transmit meteo-
rological data simultaneously while ascending through the at-
mosphere. The instrument consists of sensors for the
measurement of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, and
velocity. The United States participates in the World Meteo-
rological Organization’s (WMO’s) World Weather Watch pro-
gram by maintaining and operating about 90 radiosonde sta-
tions in a network of civilian and military sites on the
continental United States and its remote islands. The average
continental U.S. radiosonde station separation is about 315
km, and two observations (at 0000 and 1200 Z) are scheduled
daily.

The nearest radiosonde station to the study region is located
at Corpus Christi, Texas (27834.89N, 97813.09W). The wave
shown in Figure 1a passed this station 3 hours prior to the
radiosonde deployment. The virtual and dew point tempera-
ture profiles, measured at 1200 UT on January 22, 1999, are
plotted in Figure 6.

It is feasible to estimate the cloud top height by using the
temperature measured by the AVHRR IR channel. In this
case the cloud top temperature across the wave pattern on the
AVHRR channel 4 image varies from 284.58 to 292.58K. By
comparing with the radiosonde profile we found that these
temperatures correspond to the 850 mbar level, which is the
bottom altitude of a strong atmospheric inversion layer. There-

Figure 1b. Same as Figure 1a but received at 1421 UT (coded 1421) by the NOAA 15 satellite.
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fore it is reasonable to conclude that the wave occurred below
the 850 mbar level. In addition, from Figure 6 we see that the
difference between the dew point temperature and the virtual
temperature, DT , was small between the 970 and 850 mbar
levels but increased above these levels. This indicates that
clouds existed from the 970 to 850 mbar levels (DT minimum).
The wind between 970 and 850 mbar was uniform at 21 knots
(10.8 m s21) from 3008.

3. Dynamical Analysis
3.1. Genesis

The above data indicate that the average wavelength and
crest line length of the atmospheric waves under investigation
are as large as 9.5 and 500 km, respectively. Both parameters
are far beyond the range of previously reported coastal lee
wave cases [Zheng et al., 1998a, 1998b]. The wavelength scale is
close to typical mountain lee wave wavelengths of 10 km [Gos-
sard and Hooke, 1975; Panchev, 1985]. The airflow lift caused
by a mountain obstacle is a key mechanism for generating a
mountain lee wave. However, given the topography, it is un-
reasonable to interpret these waves as mountain lee waves.
Examining the geomorphologic features of the study area, we
see that conditions are not favorable for generation of moun-
tain lee waves.

The region covered by the wave-like clouds includes the
coastal plain of the Gulf of Mexico. The nearest feature that is
steep enough to force an upward airflow is the Balcones Es-
carpment, the eastern border of Edward Plateau, located

around 200 km inland from the coast. Mountain lee waves are
generally stationary with respect to a mountain, i.e., they are
standing. As will be discussed, physically, the observed waves
may be stationary waves but with respect to the atmospheric
front rather than to the land. It is reasonable therefore to
conclude that the waves are not mountain lee waves.

We assume that the observed waves are coastal lee waves,
although they are much stronger than the previously reported
cases. The physical model developed by Zheng et al. [1998a]
shows that the land breeze circulation, which is driven by the
land-sea temperature difference, is an important mechanism
for generating coastal lee waves. In our case the surface bound-
ary conditions indicate that this is also true. The observed
waves occurred in the middle latitudes (from 278 to 308N lat-
itude) during the local early winter. The land-sea temperature
difference reaches a maximum value during this season. The
measurements shown in Figure 4 reveal that the sea surface air
temperature was 28–48C higher than the land surface air tem-
perature before the waves occurred, implying a favorable con-
dition for generating the land breeze. On the other hand, the
observations of wind speed and wind direction recorded at the
C-MAN stations are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. We can see
that the original wind vector prior to the front passage is (14 m
s21, 1608), while the wind vector after the front passage is (6 m
s21 from 2508). Therefore, using the vector analysis method,
we can see that a wind vector of (15 m s21 from 3198) existed
during the front passage. Compared with the map, we see that
this wind vector is oriented across the coastline. This indicates
that a land breeze circulation with a wind speed of 15 m s21

Figure 2. An interpretation map of Figures 1a and 1b. The coastal lee waves are shown as a group of heavy
lines. Locations of Coastal-Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) stations PTAT2 and SRST2, buoy stations
42020 and 42035, and Corpus Christi, Texas, radiosonde station (CRP) are as marked.
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and a wind direction of 3198 had been established and played
a key role in generation of the observed waves. This surface
wind vector is in good agreement with upper air radiosonde
wind measurement below the inversion layer (i.e., 10.8 m s21

from 3008 for the 970 to 850 mbar level).

3.2. Wave Forms

To better determine the nature of the observed waves, we
will compare the observed wave forms with a theoretical
model. Zheng et al. [1998a] developed a two-dimensional phys-
ical model and obtained an analytical form for the coastal lee
wave solution. In their model, the x axis is perpendicular to the
coastline, positive shoreward. The z axis is perpendicular to the
sea surface, positive upward. The origin is located at the land

breeze front. The system is horizontally divided into two re-
gions from the front at x 5 0. The land breeze and vertical
stratification occurs for x . 0. The model atmosphere has
three layers. The upper layer has an infinite depth, while the
lower layer, containing the land breeze, has a depth of H .
There is a transition layer with a thickness of 2DH sandwiched
between the two layers. The model may be considered to be a
small-scale linear system. Then the wave equation and conti-
nuity equation are [Gossard and Hooke, 1975]

2w
 z2 2 k2w 5 0 (1)

u
 x 1

w
 z 5 0, (2)

where u and w represent the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the wind velocity and k (5 2p/l , where l is the
wavelength) represents the wavenumber. The amplitudes of
the wind speeds in the two layers appear to be the same, u0.
Coastal lee wave can be expressed in the following form [Gos-
sard, 1974]:

w 5
u0H sinh ~kz!

L sinh ~kH!
sech2 S x

LD exp @i~kx 2 st!# , (3)

where L is the characteristic length of the frontal zone, s is the
angular frequency, and we take only the real part.

Figure 3. NOAA/National Weather Service (NWS)/NCEP surface analysis charts on January 22, 1999: (a)
0000, (b) 0600, (c) 1200, and (d) 1800 UT.

Table 1. Field Observation Instrument Locations and
Elevations

Stations Latitude Longitude

Air
Temperature
Height, masl

Anemometer
Height, masl

42020 Buoy 268559N 968429W 4 5
42035 Buoy 298159N 948259W 4 5
PTAT2 C-MAN 278509N 97839W 9.1 14.9
SRST2 C-MAN 298409N 94839W 12.8 13.4
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The vertical amplitude of the wave, h, can be calculated
from

h 5 E
0

T/4

w dt , (4)

where T is the period of waves. Substituting (3) into (4) yields

h 5
u0H sinh kz
sL sinh kH sech2 S x

LD exp @ikx# , (5)

where, again, only the real part is to be taken.
In this case the spatial characteristic scale of waves is L 5

O(10 km), the characteristic velocity is U 5 O(15 m s21), so
that the Rossby number « (5 U/FL) is 15, which is much
greater than 1. The motion is still at a small scale. Therefore
the governing equations (4) and (5) are still valid. The wave
amplitudes are related to the cloud top temperatures of the
wave-like cloud patterns, which are measurable in the
AVHRR IR images. Since the clouds are thick and opaque,
the AVHRR channel 4 brightness temperature is essentially
equal to the actual cloud top temperature [Mitchell et al., 1990].
Therefore the pressure fields associated with the cloud top
temperatures can be converted from the radiosonde measure-

ment. The results are plotted in Figure 6. We then converted
the pressure field to altitude by using the hypsometric formula:

H 5
RT0

Mg
~ln PH 2 ln P0! , (6)

where H is the altitude above sea level in m, g is the gravita-
tional acceleration 9.8 m s22, M is the molecular weight of air
28.9644 g mol21, R is the molar constant of gas 8.3143 J mol21

K21, T0 is the virtual temperature in K , and PH and P0 are the
pressures in mbar at altitude H and at sea level, respectively.
Comparisons of the model coastal lee wave (5) at z 5 H , with
the wave forms derived from profiles A-A, B-B, and C-C in
Figure 1a, are shown in Figure 7.

We see that the observed waves are reasonably well simu-
lated by the theoretical model, especially for the first four
leading waves. For the trailing waves the model provides an
explanation for the amplitude decay but does not explain the
shortening of wavelengths. This discrepancy likely reflects the
nonlinear features of the observed waves, which cannot be
described accurately with a linear wave model.

Since we cannot determine whether the temperature within
the wave trough region (noncloudy band) was the atmosphere
or the land surface, it is not feasible to estimate the wave

Figure 4. Hourly average sea surface air temperature measured at buoys 42020 (dashed line) and 42035
(dash dot line) and land surface air temperature measured at C-MAN stations PTAT2 (solid line) and SRST2
(dotted line).
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amplitude from the satellite images alone. In Figure 7, only the
wave crests are plotted at their approximate altitude.

3.3. Dispersion Relation

The dispersion for the coastal lee waves can be derived from
a quartic equation [Gossard and Hooke, 1975]:

S C
u0
D 4

2 F 1 1
~2a 2 1!2 2 e24a

4a2 1
R
aG S C

u0
D 2

1 S 1 1 R
2a

2 1D 2

2 S 1 1 R
2a D 2

e24a 5 0, (7)

where C is the phase speed, a 5 kDH , and R (5 DrgDH/
r0u0

2) is the Richardson number. In our case, l 5 9.5 km, DH
is chosen as l/2p (' 1.5 km), Dr/r0 5 0.013, g 5 9.8 m s22,
and u0 5 15 m s21. Thus there are two real solutions:

C1 5 0.09u0 (8)

C2 5 1.38u0. (9)

From (8) we conclude that the group speed is so small that we
can consider that

Cg 5 0. (10)

This implies that the coastal lee waves may exist as stationary
waves with respect to the atmospheric front. In an absolute
reference frame that is fixed to the Earth’s surface the wave
velocity is

U 5 U0 1 C , (11)

where U0 is the velocity of the moving reference frame. If U0 5
U0i, for simplicity the group speed observed in the absolute
system is

Cg 5 U0. (12)

This implies that the waves could move in step with the
moving front. The behavior of the coastal lee wave packet is
consistent with this. The surface observations and AVHRR
images show that when the front moved seaward into the Gulf
of Mexico, pushed from behind by the low-pressure system, the
waves followed the front’s movement. The second solution
gives a large phase speed, which represents a fast propagating
coastal lee wave. This solution, however, does not agree with
our lee wave model. In our case the group speed cannot be
estimated.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
Wave-like cloud patterns in NOAA AVHRR image taken

over the Texas coastal region on January 22, 1999, were inter-
preted to be signatures of coastal lee waves, a type of small-
scale atmospheric gravity wave. The waves occurred in the
form of a wave packet containing 13 waves with an average
wavelength of 9.5 km. The crest lines were generally parallel to
the coastline with the crest length of the leading wave longer
than 500 km. The life span of the event was estimated to have
been of the order of 5 hours. Simultaneous field observations
show that the sea surface air temperature was 28–48C higher
than the land surface air temperature prior to the imaging
time, constituting a favorable condition for driving a land
breeze circulation. Time series of wind data measured at two
C-MAN stations beneath the cloud patterns indicate a signif-
icant change in the wind speed and wind direction, implying
that the land breeze circulation had been established simulta-
neously with the wave packet. The wave form of the observed
waves is comparable with a theoretical model of the coastal lee
waves.

From (3) we estimate that the vertical velocity of airflow

Figure 5. (a) Ten minute average wind speed and (b) wind
direction time series measured at C-MAN stations PTAT2
(solid line) and SRST2 (dashed line).

Figure 6. The virtual and dew point temperature profiles
measured at nearest radiosonde station at Corpus Christi,
Texas (27834.89N, 97813.09W) at 1200 UT on January 22, 1999.
The wave shown in Figure 1a passed this station 3 hours prior
to the radiosonde measurement.
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induced by the coastal lee waves under investigation may reach
0.3 m s21. The amplitudes of the waves may reach 1 km as
shown in Figure 7. This means that the waves may constitute a
powerful disturbance for objects flying in the lower atmo-
sphere, and some aircraft crashes happening along the coast
may be related to this type of disturbance. The results of this
study indicate that NOAA satellites are capable of providing
visual and near real-time images of the waves, which can be
used as a baseline for forecasting and research. On the basis of
these results we conclude that the observed case provides new
evidence for the occurrence of coastal lee waves along the U.S.
coast. We also note the nonlinear features of the waves, which
will be analyzed in future efforts.
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